INTRODUCTION

BurnDoge, launched in July 2021, is one of the fastest-growing cryptocurrencies of its kind. BurnDoge is a fully decentralized project which brings crypto to the average person while burning the coin simultaneously all at the same time. BurnDoge was created on the Binance Smart Chain to utilize the cheaper gas fees and faster block speed. New crypto, birthed by the community, designed with an integrated staking system to reward you, guarantee more BurnDoge will be automatically added to your wallet with every transaction made. Its hyper-deflationary characteristics that seek to burn would be eager to reward the community.

DISCLAIMER

BurnDoge, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts, and any apps (“BurnDoge”) presented in this conceptual paper, is not a licensed, unlicensed, or exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the website, or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any practical or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. BurnDoge is a fully and wholly decentralized and community-driven project. It does not have owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, managers, directors, or other figures or entities exerting any form of governance. The BurnDoge smart contracts are open-source, security audited, permanent, and non-modifiable in any way. The BurnDoge token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions and is not and cannot be considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. BurnDoge is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset-backed by stable coin, whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation, or offer to invest in BurnDoge or acquire or use BurnDoge tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit therefrom. Any user of BurnDoge represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory, and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any portion or element of BurnDoge (including the BurnDoge token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherently high risk in accessing, acquiring, or using any kind of blockchain and/or cryptosystem, token, platform, software or interface, including BurnDoge, and further disavows any claim of any kind against any community member directly or indirectly involved with BurnDoge, for any damage suffered, including total loss. Buy at your own risk.
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ABSTRACT

FEEL THE BURN PROJECT

BurnDoge was launched in July 2021 with the purpose of being a fully decentralized hyper-deflationary project which rewards investors for holding while also being one of the first that include automatic reward and automatic burn into our system.

One of the most exciting aspects of BurnDoge token is the redistribution and auto burn mechanism that rewards 4% of every single buy or sell transaction directly to existing holders while burning 4% of it automatically for you. Thus, when investors hold BurnDoge, their wallet balance continues to increase automatically. The 4% distributions are calculated based on the size of the transaction and then distributed to BurnDoge holders proportionally to the size of the individuals’ holdings.

Whenever a sell or buy occurred, a fraction of the amount is sent to the burn address, which automatically burns every time there’s a transaction, thus putting it out of circulation permanently.

WHAT IS BURN?

The burning of tokens involves the permanent removal of existing cryptocurrency coins from circulation, thus controlling inflation. Our token takes it one step further and burns it automatically to bring confidence to the users and remove the one big question in any crypto group, which is when burn would occur. Thus, we put it as our number ONE priority.

WHATS SO GREAT ABOUT BURNING

VALUE
It is all about the supply and demand, and if there’s the fewer coin in circulation for sale than it would increase the demand of the token thus driving it up in value. It also helps to stabilize the value and curb any potential of a price inflation.

LONG TERM COMMITMENT
Trust and confidence is the key to any project. By burning the coin automatically, it would provide more excellent price stability, which is essential for long time investors who is holding our token, thus showing our commitment for the long run.
VALUES

COMMUNITY DRIVEN

BurnDoge is one of the fastest-growing and most loved communities. In crypto, we believe that only by being together can we be strong as a community. Community is the pillar that keeps us going, and we strive to include everyone from around the globe. We would have multiple telegram channels dedicated to our international communities.

LONGEVITY

BurnDoge is here for the long haul. By burning the coin automatically, it would provide more excellent price stability, which is essential for long time investors who are holding our token, thus showing our commitment for the long run.

TRANSPARENCY

BurnDoge is fully decentralized and supported by its community of enthusiasts. We encourage open communication and believe, trust, transparency, and community are the pillars for longevity.

TRUST

In the cryptocurrency market, trust is paramount. That means full transparency not only in the community and development but also in the security effort.
BurnDoge launched with a total supply of 10 Quadrillion, with some of the supply will undergo token burning either manually or automatically as a deflationary impact on the token. The more BurnDoge is actively traded, the more rewards are granted!

Our team has decided to launch BurnDoge on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and lock liquidity on PancakeSwap to help avoid unreasonable gas fees. By having a low gas fee and decentralized exchange, BSC has started to become one of the most widely used blockchains for Decentralized Finance (Defi). BSC uses a token protocol developed by the Binance Team called BEP-20 known for its lightning-fast block speed.

**BINANCE SMART CHAIN (BSC) BENEFITS**

- **Fast Transactions**
  As mentioned earlier, Binance Smart Chain uses a Proof-of-Stake consensus algorithm and is able to achieve a block time of 3 seconds. This is four times faster than the Ethereum blockchain, which has a block time of 13 seconds.

- **Low Transaction Fees**
  Ethereum network congestion and scalability issues have once again triggered skyrocketing gas fees. BEP-20 provides a significant relief there as the transaction costs are only a few cents.

- **Cross-chain compatibility**
  Binance Chain and Binance Smart Chain are compatible chains. As a result, BEP-20 and BEP-2 tokens can be easily moved across both networks using a simple wallet.

- **Exchange listings**
  BEP-20 token standard has become very popular. As a result, most of the leading exchanges easily list the BEP-20 tokens.
For every buy and sell transaction, a 4% BurnDoge reward is granted to holders with decentralized wallets only, fostering a healthy distribution network and community usage.

BurnDoge is fully decentralized and owned by its loyal, vibrant and fun community. We welcome and embrace different perspectives to build BurnDoge into the best community in crypto.

Liquidity tokens are burned and locked. Additionally, 5% of all transaction fees are added back to the liquidity pool.
BURNDOGE PROTOCOL

BIG VISION, GREAT FEATURES
BurnDoge is a simple meme token, but we’ll burn all obstacles on our journey to the moon. Bear in mind BurnDoge will become hotter along the way until nothing can stop us from our destination. The community holder of the BurnDoge will get all the rewards along the journey.

REWARD HOLDING
4% of each buying and selling transaction is redistributed to all token holders automatically. That means holder will earn more BurnDoge by just holding them in their wallet.

LIQUIDITY POOL
BurnDoge collects 5% tax which then is stored inside the contract. It helps to create price stability and community trust.

TEAM LEAD, COMMUNITY DRIVEN
2% of each transaction will be credited to the marketing wallet. We set up a marketing wallet to ensure our capability to support the marketing team and expenses. It helps us grow faster with proper marketing strategies and supporting teams.

AUTO BURN
4% of each transaction will be sent to the dead wallet. Coins are burned with every buying and selling transaction. By reducing the overall number of tokens in circulation, these events make tokens scarcer and boost BurnDoge valuation, and providing greater incentives to holders.
PHASE 1 - Spark
- Marketing push for awareness
- Website launching
- 5,000 telegram members
- The birth of BurnDoge
- Airdrop
- Social media awareness (Telegram, Twitter, Facebook & Reddit)
- Manual burn event

PHASE 2 - Ignite
- CoinMarketCap listing
- CoinGecko listing
- 20,000 Telegram members
- 15,000 Holders
- Third Party audit
- Massive marketing push
- Manual burn event

PHASE 3 - Burn
- 50,000 Telegram members
- 30,000 Holders
- Large Influencer Marketing Push
- Initializing CEX listing

PHASE 4 - Blaze
- 80,000 Holders
- 100,000 Telegram members
- Website Redesign
- Major Exchanges
- Huge awareness from marketing

PHASE 5 - Blast Off
- Coming soon

PHASE 6 - Moon
- More to be announced
BurnDoge launched with a maximum total supply of 10 Quadrillion with 42% of the supply will be sent to a Burn Wallet as a deflationary impact on the token. Every transaction with BurnDoge will incur a 15% fee with 5% going to the Liquidity Pool, 4% is directly distributed to all holders, 2% to the marketing wallet, and the remaining 4% is burned. With the total amount burned growing over time, the amount of available supply and output generated decreases as the burn rate increases, impacting the currency appreciation and asset-value protection.

**Total Supply:** 10,000,000,000,000,000

**Initial Supply Burn:** 2,100,000,000,000,000

**BUY FEES**
- 4% fee auto distributed to holders
- 5% fee auto added to liquidity
- 2% of each transaction auto added to marketing funds wallet. This ensures that our marketing team will keep continuing to grow the project for the community
- 4% of each transaction sent to dead wallet (auto burn)

**SELL FEES**
- 4% fee auto distributed to holders
- 5% fee auto added to liquidity
- 2% of each transaction auto added to marketing funds wallet. This ensures that our marketing team will keep continuing to grow the project for the community
- 4% of each transaction sent to dead wallet (auto burn)
BurnDoge Social media

BurnDoge Website
burndoge.finance

BurnDoge Contract
Coming Soon
BurnDoge is a fully decentralized community-led project. Therefore, it runs primarily on volunteers and donations from the community.

USE OF DONATIONS

Donations contributed by our community will go towards three things:

1) Awareness
Participation with social media influencers and real-world awareness campaigns

2) Exchange Listings
Complementing the existing independent listings in DEX, further CEX presence will be sought for wider audience

3) Platform and Community Development
Following the roadmap and expanding the BurnDoge community, features and the ecosystem.

OFFICIAL DONATION WALLET
Will be published soon

Accepted: Any BEP20 token
Preferred: $BNB, $BUSD, $BURNDoge

0x0ffac453f31dd0A16c995c7740aD666D918aB1cc
THANK YOU

Stay Updated
Website : https://burndoge.finance
Telegram : https://t.me/BurnDogecommunity
Twitter: https://twitter.com/burn_doge
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/BurnDogeOfficial/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BurnDoge-100418788986741/